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Preliminaries

• 5 ECTS
• lectures in German, slides etc. in English
• prequisites:
  - Algorithmen II
  - interest in discrete, combinatorial problems
• 12 lectures
• oral exam (20 mins)
  - module "design and analysis of algorithms"
Preliminaries

• course homepage:
  http://algo2.iti.kit.edu/1970.php
  ▶ script (& slides)
  ▶ current information regarding course

• johannes.fischer@kit.edu (room 206)

• office hours: Thursday 11:15-12:15 (NOT July 5th)
Wikipedia Articles

• write article on topic of your choice
  ‣ choose headword
  ‣ do research on current state of article
  ‣ print out current article (if exists)
  ‣ approach me and ask for OK
  ‣ write article & publish

• goals
  ‣ extend knowledge beyond lecture
  ‣ learn how to explain to a broad audience